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Overview of The System

• The Commodity Management system caters for the management and 
reporting of HIV commodities supplied to facilities.

• The current system focuses on RTKs

• The system has two major functions:

➢Managing inventory

➢Creating and documenting daily inventory tasks & operations 



•DEMO: Navigating Through The System



Login Page



Landing Page



Inventory Task Dashboard

Click on Manage Inventory Module to manage RTKs, testing points, stockrooms and external health facility, 
etc.



Manage Inventory Dashboard 



Manage RTKs

Manage RTK menu lets you create RTKs that will be used for the documentation of inventory task and operations 
at the facility. 
To create new item, click on New item which displays the view on the right to fill in the appropriate information.



Manage Testing Points

Manage Testing Points menu tab lets you create testing service points which is labelled as department for the 
distribution of commodities to the testing points. 
To create new department, click on New Department  which displays the view on the right to fill in the name of the 
testing point and a description if necessary.



Manage External Health Facility 

Mange External Health Facility tab lets you create health facilities when transferring or returning commodities to external 
health facilities which is labelled as Institution. 
To create new Institution, click on New Institution which displays the view on the right to fill in the name of the facility and 
the description if necessary.



Manage Stockroom

Manage Stockroom tab lets you create the storerooms where commodities are stored in the facility.
To create new stockroom, click on New Stockroom which displays the view on the right to fill in the name of the 
storeroom and a description if necessary



Inventory Task Dashboard

The inventory task dashboard houses the functions for the creation and documentation of daily inventory 
task operations.



• Inventory Control Card tab is used to create and document different daily inventory task 
operations and currently consist of 6 stock operation types. The six stock operation types 
are:

➢Adjustment: is used to document positive adjustment of items/commodities received 
from other facilities or implementing partners. 

➢Disposed: is used to document commodities that are expired or damaged in the store or 
facility department and must be removed from circulation

➢Distribution: is used to document commodities issued to different testing points in the 
facility.

➢Receipt: is used to document commodities received at the facility from outside providers 
including donor agencies and 3rd party logistics companies  

➢Return: is used to document items that are returned to the stockroom or facility after 
being distributed

➢Transfer: Item stock that are transferred from one facility or Implementing partner to 
another facility.

Note: all commodities will be documented in piecies

Inventory Control Card Operations



Manage Inventory Control Card Operation



Generating an Operation ID

To activate the auto generation of an operation Number, select “Manage Inventory” on the inventory task 
dashboard and click on “Inventory Settings”. Click on the “Auto Generate Operation” Checkbox and select 
“Generator for OpenMRS ID” from the “Select Identifier Source” dropdown.



Completing an Operation 

Stock operations have a status which determines the current state of the operation

To check the operation status, click on Inventory > Inventory Tasks > Pending Operations as shown in the next 
slide.



Completing an Operation

To complete an operation, Select “Pending” under status to commence the process of completing the operation. A 
window pops up as seen by the side of the “view stock operation” window. Click the “Edit” icon on the top right corner 
of the screen



Completing an Operation

Select complete operation to successfully complete the operation or cancel operation to reverse the operation 



HIV and Syphilis Testing worksheet 

The HIV & Syphilis Testing Worksheet allows users document and view the commodities used in each testing points. 
“New consumption” function allows users enter aggregate number of consumptions used in each testing point. 



Consumption Summary

Consumption summary allows users generate consumption history from each testing point



View Stock Operation

The view stock operation module displays the status of all inventory operation and operation types



Stock Take

The stock take module displays the quantity of commodities in the store and can be modified to reflect the 
actual quantity of commodities in the store after a physical count.



Item Expiration 

This displays the quantity of items and their expiration dates to enable users make informed decision on items soon to 
expire. 



NDR Extraction

The NDR extraction is used to extract inventory data for upload to NDR. 
Select the desired start and end date of inventory operations and select generate extraction file.




